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INSTRUMENTALITT THEORY PREDICTIONS OP STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS 

BUSINESS AND THEIR CHOICE OP BUSINESS AS AN OCCUPATION 

Terence R. Mitchell and Barrett W. Knudaen 

Univeralty of Waahin^ton 

Abitract 

Both choice of and attitude towards business as an occupation were 

predicted from the components of Instrumentality theory. This theory 

suggests that evaluations and choices are determined by the instrumentality 

of the object or choice leading to certain outcomes weighted by the 

evaluations of the outcomes. The results supported this hypothesis. There 

was also a strong indication that the reasons for not choosing business 

were more related to the instrumentality component of the theory than to 

the evaluation component. Students choosing other occupations do so 

because they believe that business will not be instrumental for attaining 

valued goals rather than because of differences in the evaluation of these 

gosls. 
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INSTRUMENTALITY THEORY PREDICTIONS OF STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS 

BUSINESS AND THEIR CHOICE OF BUSINESS AS AK OCCUPATION1 

Terence R. Mitchell and Barrett U. Knudsen 

University of Washington 

A Lou Harris poll published a few years ago (Newsweek, 1966) reported 

that only 12% of the college students surveyed selected business as their 

first occupational choice. More recent Investigations by Campbell (1969) 

and Lee (1970) have shown a decreasing interest in business by college 

students. The following research attempted to use an instrumentality 

theory approach (Vroom, 1964) to predict occupational choice and to dis- 

cover why certain students select business as an occupation. 

Instrumentality Theory 

The basic concept of instrumentality theory is hedonistic; man attempts 

to maximize his pleasure. His behavior is seen as predictable from two 

variables: the degree to which the behavior is instrumental for the 

attainment of some outcome weighted by the evaluation of that outcome, 

summed over all outcomes.  Symbolically, 

B - T.  IV 
1-1 1 1 

where, 

B - behavior 

Ii - the probability of the act leadlnp to the outcome (instrumentality) 

Research for this paper was supported under ARPA Order 454, contract 
N00014-67-A-ni03-0013 with th« Advanced Research Prelects Agency, 
U.S. Navy (Fred E. Fiedler, Principal Investleator). We would like to 
thank Virgil Harder and Arthur Lumsdaine for their help in obtaining 
subjects and their thoughtful comments on the substantive issues 
involved in the study. 



V ■ the evaluation of each outcome (valence) 

n ■ the number of outcomes 

The Idea can be traced back to early Greek philosophers and Is certainly 

not new in psychology (see Mitchell & Bl^lan, 1971, for a review). 

However, its use in the area of vocational psychology is relatively 

recent. 

Vroom (196A) was the first to suggest that the theory could be used 

to predict occupational choice. In his review of the literature on 

choice,he distinguishes between one's evaluation of an occupation (an 

attitude), his choice of an occupation (a behavioral decision),and his 

actual attainment of the occupation. He further argues that both one's 

evaluation and choice of an occupation could be predicted from whether 

the individual thought that the occupation would assist in the attainment 

of a set of outcomes weighted by the evaluation of the outcomes. Some 

evidence has been presented supporting these ideas (Vroom, 1966; Vroom 

& Deci, 1971; Sheard, 1970: Huber, Daneshgar & Ford, 1971; Pieters, 

Hundert, & Beer, 106ft). We will attempt to predict both the student's 

evaluation and choice of business as an occupation. 

It should be mentioned that vocational research Is not the only 

area in which support has been found for predicting both attitudes and 

choices from Instruraentallty/valence variables, "osenberg (1965) and 

Flshhein (1965) have both presented data strongly supporting, the idea 

that one's attitude is determined by the decree of linkage between the 

attitude object and related objects multiplied by the evaluation of 

these related objects. Also, the decision maUinc theorists (e.g., Edwards, 

1961; Becker & McClintock. 1967) have cited numerous studies where an 
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Individual's choice could be predicted from instrumentality/valence 

construct«. 

Modifications of the theory. Two minor modifications and extensions 

of the theory will be incorporated into the following investigation. 

First, there has recently been some evidence presented that suggests that 

certain classes of outcomes may be more related to behavior than others 

(Graen, 1969; Mitchell & Albright, 1971). These studies have pointed up 

the importance of intrinsic as opposed to extrinsic motivators.  Intrinsic 

motivators are rewards that one obtains just by doing a job (e.g., self- 

expression) , while extrinsic motivators are obtained from the organisation 

(e.g., wages, status). Since numerous studies have indicated that 

business leads tu extrinsic rewards, it is these outcomes which should 

contribute most to the total T.IV  score (Davis, 1964). 

Also, in the Harris poll mentioned earlier (Newsweek, 1966) data 

were presented Indicating that people felt American business should be 

concerned with the following social Issues: 

Per rent Agree 

Eliminating depression 91! 

Rebuilding cities 87 

Aiding college education 83 

Wiping out poverty 80 

Eliminating race prejudice 83 

Controlling pollution 90 

believed that students are hlj»hly concerned about these issues ar.d, 

erefore, included a set of four "social issue" outcomes along with 

ur extrinsic and Intrinsic ones. By breaking down the outcomes into 

ree subgroups (i.e., extrinsic, intrinsic, and social) we could test 
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the decree to which the toc«l »core (£IV acre«* all 12 outceaaa) predicted 

attitudes and occupational choice at well aa the contribution nada by each 

subgroup. This distinction should help clarify why atudenta choose or 

fall to choose business as an occupation. 

A second Modification of the theory haa bean auftgeatad by Dulany 

(1967), Fishbeln (1967). and Graen (1969). These authors argue that when 

the theory is used to predict behavior (as distinct from an attitude), it 

should Incorporate information about the expectations of others. An 

individual benaves in a certain way not only because he believes that it 

will facilitate in the attainment of rewards, but also becauae it la 

expected by others. The reviews of the occupational choice literature 

also suggest that peer and parental expectations are important (Vroom. 

1964; Critics, 1969; lloppock, 1967). These variables were included in 

the theory ir the following manner: 
n 

B - E I.V. + EX I'C + EX.MC. 
imlii P P    ft 

where, 

D ■ behavior (e.g., occupational choice) 

UV  •» the instrumentality/valence construct described earlier 

EX « the perceived expectations of peers 

MC ■ the motivation to comply with one's peers 

TX, - the perceived expectations of one's family 

MC, ■ the motivation to comply with one's family. 

Both Dulany (1967) and Aizen and Fishbeln (1969) have presented data 

indicating that perceived expectations weighted by one's motivation to 

comply are significantly related to behavior. 
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A further reMl4«r«tlon I* that  Vrtxm (IH4) mi  oCh#r« luv« cltvd 

infomatlon IndleaCtm th«! OM*« •«•loaclo« of an OCCVMCIO« It ool» 

■odaraf^ly r«Uc*4 to OM'S cholc« of an occv^clo«. TboM ihoorocic«! 

md «aplrtc«! dittlnction« b«t*Mn chole« and •valnaclM Movld MttMC 

that aafactaclona wottld b« nor« hlehlr ralacad to «!•'• chelea Chan to 

hla •valuation of an occwiMtlon. laoad upen th*»« conaldaralton« 1c 

hypothaaiaad that: 

1. Student«* attltudaa lownrda and cholet of buatnooa aa an 

occupation can bo prodtctod fron tho follmrlna oooati ^i 

Att^/oce Ch - j^^ ♦ OpHCp * O^ 

la. Studonta* total CIV acoro «dll bo dotontnod noro by tho rattma 

of oxtrlnale outconoa than by tocial or Intrlnolc onoa. 

lb. Tho oxnoctatlona of other« (poor« and faMlv) vlll bo noro 

pooltlvoly rolatad to tho choteo of buslna«« aa an occupation 

than to atudonta' attitude« about buslna««. 

loaldoa rha aonoral ability of tho thoory to predict attltudaa and 

occupational choice, we were also Interested In tho apodflc roaaona that 

■ludonta chooaa bualnoaa aa an occupation. <Vo ajnploa of atudents wore 

chosen for cho followinr invent 1 sat ton: bualnoss students and nsycholoey 

students. Tho pavcholoev »roun was selected becauso of previous research 

that Indicated chat very few stui'oncs aselrln« to soclsl science occuna- 

tlons end up In business (»avis, 1964, 1965). Thus, our CoCal ss^iple 

should include sono scudonca that accent and sons chat reject business AS 

an occupation. 

Those groups should slso d'ffer In the way they respond Co cho 

components of the Cheery. InvasClMtl'Mis have shown that business scudoncs. 
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for «MapU, ar« «or« lnt«r»«i«d tn •Ktrlnslc rewards than Metal •ctmc« 

■tudanta whllt tha lattar ara «era concamad with Intrlnalc rawarda (DavU. 

1965). Thaaa cooaldaradona lad ua Co tha foltartn« hyyochaaaa: 

2.  Buainaaa acudanta id 11 h«v« aora poalCiva atttcudaa cawartfs 

bualnaaa and ehoeaa tc aora fraqnandy aa an occupation than 

paycholomr atudanta. 

2a. Bualnaaa atudanta «III hava altnifteandy htghar avaluatlona 

of antrlnalc outeeaaa and lowar avaluatlona of Intrlnalc 

outconaa than payeholofv atudanta. 

2b. Bualnaaa atudanta will parcalvo bualnaaa an nora InacnaanCal 

for tha attalnaant of all outconoa thar will navcholocr atudanta. 

r'achod 

Subjacta. Ouaatlonnalraa «fora aant bv nail to Ul randomly aalactad 

nala psychology nsfors and Ul randonly aalactad nala bualnaaa aajora at 

tha Unlvaralty of WAahlnpton. All o'.udanta wara in chair junior yaar. 

of cha 129 raaponaaa, on y 106 wara fully anawarad. fifcy-chraa wara 

fron payeholoyy and SI fron bualnaaa. Althouth tho raanonaa raCa was 

rathar low. It ahould ba pointc<l out that tha thaory bain* taatad la 

an Individual ona. Wa could think of no reason why thoaa who raanondad 

would be nora or laaa likely to support Che theorv than those who did 

not respond. However, the dearee to which we can cenersllte the flndlnta 

about the differences between psycholoey and business students la 

dehatahle. 

Measures 

A four-pate questionnaire was constructed to «ensure the varlablna 

cf Interest. A rover sheet explalnlnc our Intereat In the atudenta* 



"AttltudM toward Anerican Business" snd assuring the confidentiality of 

their response vas attached. The questionnaire, the cover sheet, and 

a self-addressed return envelope were included in the Information mailed 

to the student. The specific measurement scales for eech variable are 

presented below. 

Attitude towsrd business (Att. ). Carh subject rated American 

business on three 7-point bipolar adlective scales (Osgood, Suet« & 

Tannenbsum, 1957,present Rood evidence for the reliability and validity 

of these scales). The scslss used wore: ^ood-bad: pleasant-unpleasant: 

harmful-beneficial. The sum of the three scores vas treated as the 

subjsct's attitude score. 

Occupational choics (Occ Ch). A subject indicated whether he 

planned to go into business, some other occupation, or was undecided. 

The authors felt relatively cc.ifIdent about this measure due to recent 

investigations showing tl at this type of question has as Rood a predic- 

tive validity as most Inventory measures (Whitnev, 1969) and, in some 

cases, does twice as well (Holland & Lutz, 19f>8) as other techniques. 

The subject received e three for chooeinc business, a two for undecided, 

end s one for chooeing another occupation. 

Evaluation of outcomss (V ). Each of the 12 outcomes was rated on 

the ssmc three bioolar scales mentioned above. The social outcomes were 

"improving the environment, furthering peace, providing equal opportunity, 

and eliminating poverty." The extrinsic outcomes were "adequate salary, 

opportunity for promotion, job security and social status." The Intrinsic 

outcomes were "autonomy, creativity, social Interaction, and intellectual 

growth.'  The outcomes were listed in a random order and the average of 

the three scales was used as the evaluation measure. 



Instrumentalities (I.). The subject rated the degree to which he 

felt American business was instrumental for the attainment of each of the 

12 outcomes on one 7-point bipolar scale (probable-improbable). 

Expectations of others (EX and EX.). The subject responded to "to 

what extent do your friends(or family) expect you to go i.ito business?" 

on one 7-point bipolar scale (i.e., very much-very little). 

Motivation to comply (MC and MC.) . Each subject indicated the 

importance of his  friends' (or family's) expectations in determining 

his  occupational choice. This rating was made on one 7-point bipolar 

scale (i.e., very important-very unimportant). 

Results 

Our first set of hypotheses concerned the support of the theory in 

gp.icral. A total IIV score was combined with the two expectation questions 

(EX MC + EXfMCe) and used to predict both occupational choice &nd 

attitude toward business. The multiple and the zero order correlation 

coefficients between the various components are presented in Table 1. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

An examination of this table shows that hypotheses 1 and lb were 

clearly supported. More specifically, it appears that the theory does 

an extremely good job of predlctinp one's attitude toward business and 

a relatively good job of predicting his occupational choice. It is also 

clear that the I-IV total accounts for almost all of the variance In the 

attitude score with expectations showinp relationships of small magnitude. 

For the prediction of occupational choice, however, both the IIV total 

and the expectation components contribute about the same amount. There 



TABLE 1 

Multiple and Zero Order Correlations between the Components of the 

Theory and Occupational Choice and Attitude toward Business 

Predictor 

EIV ^ . + EX MC + EX-MC. 
total    p p    f f 

Att Bus 

EIV 
total 

EX MC 
P P 

EX MC 

Dec Ch 

70* 54* 

69* 38* 

16 45* 

26* 43* 

*£ < .01 

n - 106 
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were no significant differences between these coefficients. However, the 

expectation components do appear to be more positively related to 

occupational choice than to one's attitude about business. 

To test hypothesis la, the total IIV was broken into three scores 

reflecting the £IV for the four social, extrinsic and intrinsic outcomes 

for each subject. An analysis of variance indicated that these components 

contributed significantly different amounts to the total EIV score. 

Therefore, separate analyses of variance were conducted on the two 

components contributing to these scores: the instrumentality component 

and the valence component. These results are presented in Table 2. 

Insert Table 2 about here 

Two implications are clear. First, the IIV extrinsic component 

contributes most to the total IIV score.  Second, the instrumentality 

variable seems to be the major contributor to this difference. The 

implications are that students perceive business as more instrumental 

for the attainment of extrinsic outcomes than for social or intrinsic 

ones. These results are consistent with the earlier findings of Davis 

(1965) and LIAMA (1967) and su,oort hypothesis la. 

A theoretical point seems worthy of discussion here. Sheard (1970), 

Mikes and Hulin (196S) , and Ewen (1967) have suggested that the 

instrumentality component alone is as good a predictor of attitudes as is 

the use of this component weighted by the evaluation of the outcomes. 

The correlation between the II and Attn  was .70 for the current 
Bus 

investigation, which provides some support for their argument (the r for IIV 

and Att_  was .69). However, as we shall see in our comparison of 



TABLE 2 

Contribution to the Total IIV Made by the Social, 

Extrinsic, and Intrinsic Components 

EIV 

I 

V 

Soc.   (X) Ext.   (X) Int.   (X) F SiRn 

81.86 105.55 82.18 21.63 .001 

i        14.A3 19.65 1A.70 51.46 .001      | 

67.18 63.88 65.98 1.46 ns 

Mote: The valence score is a sum of three scales over four outcomes 
with a possible range of 12 to 84. To generate a TIV, the 
valence was divided by three before it was multiplied by the 
instrumentality scores in order to avoid an unequal weighting 
of the valence component. Each cell contains 106 observations 
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business and psychology students, the valence Information may be useful In 

a variety of ways. 

Our second set of hypotheses had to do with the differences between 

students In psychology and business. On the criterion variable^ t^ tests 

shoved that business students had significantly more favorable attitudes 

towards business (£ < .01) and a greater propensity to choose business 

as an occupation (£ < .01). This result Is hardly surprising. Only 7 

of the 53 psychology students said they would go Into business while only 

5 of the 53 business students chose some other occupation. These results 

supported hypothesis 2. 

Our further analysis of these data provided only partial support 

for hypothesis 2a, and strong support for hypothesis 2b. To test the 

differences in the evaluation of outcomes, t^ tests were computed for 

the differences in these scores for psycholopy and business students. The 

neans and the t values are presented in Table 3. 

Insert Table 3 about here 

There is some support for the hypothesis that business students 

more positively evaluate extrinsic outcomes. Both promotion and status 

are extrinsic, statistically significant, and in the expected direction. 

Security, also extrinsic, was strongly in the expected direction though 

not statistically sitrnlfleant. We were, hovever, more struck by the 

slnilarlty of evaluations across the other outcomes. The differences in 

attitude and choice could hardly be explained by the differences in the 

evaluations of any large class of outcomes. 



TABLE 3 

t^ lists between Psychology and Business Students 

for the Evaluation of Outcones 

Outcome Psych.W Bus.(X) t SlRn 

SOCIAL 

Environment 
Peace 
Equal Opportunity 
Eliminate Poverty 

17.01 
16.87 
16.49 
16.51 

17.38 
17.62 
16.94 
15.53 

-.39 
-.75 
-.48 
.99 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

EXTPIMSIC 

Salary 
Promotion 
Security 
Status 

17.47 
16.02 
16.43 
11.43 

17.59 
18.06 
17.26 
13.49 

-.20 
-3.16 
-1.02 
-2.77 

ns 
.01* 
ns 
.01* 

INTRINSIC 

Autonomy 
Creativity 
Interaction 
Intellectual Growth 

15.53 
17.53 
16.40 
16.89 

13.92 
17.36 
17.08 
17.26 

1.78 
.21 

-.84 
-.45 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

*two-tailed test 

r. ■ 53 for each Rroup 
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A more plausible explanation can be Inferred from an observation of 

Table 4. Here we see that In 10 out of the 12 comparisons, business 

students saw business as more Instrumental for the attainment of outcomes. 

The picture Is rather clear. Business and psychology students differ In 

their attitudes and occupational choice not so much because of differences In 

values or goals but In the way they perceive they can attain those goals. 

Insert Table 4 about here 

Discussion 

In general, the support was good for an Instrumentality approach to 

the evaluation and choice of an occupation. However, it was clear that 

the prediction of choice was lower In magnitude than the evaluation 

predictions. One possible reason for these less impressive findings 

deals with the scoring of the occupational choice question. You will 

recall that the scores on this variable were from one to three. The 

restriction in range of scores may have attenuated the correlations 

presented. 

A second possible reason is that certain critical outcomes were not 

Included. In the current study we generated the list of outcomes rather 

than gathering then from the subjects themselves. There is some prece- 

dence for this strategy (Porter & Lawler, 1968; Lawler & Porter, 1967; 

Graen, 1969). The alternative presents certain practical problems 

involving the acquisition of each subject's perceived outcomes and the 

construrtlon of an individual questionnaire for each subject.  (For a 

further discussion of these problems, see Mitchell, 1971). The theory does 

argue that an individual's own outcomes be used.  Since tuere appear to 



TABLE A 

t^ Tests between Psychology and Business Students 

for the Instrumentality of Outcomes 

Outcome Psych.(X) Bus.(X) _t Sign 

SOCIAL 

Environment 
Peace 
Equal Opportunity 
Eliminate Poverty 

2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.0 

3.9 
4.9 
4.0 
3.9 

-3.27 
-5.70 
-2.89 
-2.77 

.01* 

.01 

.01 

.01 

EXTRINSIC 

Salary 
Promotion 
Security 
Status 

4.8 
A.8 
A.O 
4.6 

5.6 
5.5 
4.5 
5.6 

-3.17 
-2.38 
-1.57 
-A.15 

.01 

.05 
ns 
.01 

INTRINSIC 

Autonomy 
Creativity 
Interaction 
Intellec'-nal Growth 

3.1 
2.9 
3.6 
3.4 

3.8 
3.9 
4.1 
4.7 

-2.62 
-2.95 
-1.95 
-3.67 

.05 

.01 
ns 
.01 

*two-talled tests 

n ■ 53 for each group 
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be variables that are related to choice without being related to evalua- 

tions (i.e., expectations), it is certainly possible that critical out- 

comes were omitted (e.g., use of valued skills) and future investigations 

may examine this Issue. 

Two further criticisms of the study are worthy of discussion. First, 

since the results are correlational^ the question of causality is impor- 

tant. More specifically, it is likely that many atudents who choose 

business come to see it as instrumental for the attainment of outcomes 

rather than the interpretation that the instrumentalities caused the 

choice. Manipulating these Instrumentalities in a real-life setting 

would be difficult. However, some sort of time series design (Campbell 

& Stanley, 1963) might help provide support for one of these two 

alternatives. 

A second problem is that weighting the instrumentality component 

of the equation by the valence of the outcomes doesn't increase our 

correlations. The Instrumentality component docs as well by Itself. 

There are three reasons, however, why we do not feel that these results 

demand that the valence component be dropped from the theory. First, 

there may Just have been little variance for the valences of the out- 

comes in this study. Differences in the IIV woul' have to be attributable 

to the instrumentality component. Second, the valence of the outcomes 

can provide useful information. And third, other studies have found this 

ueightlng to be useful (e.g., Dulany, 1967; I'.iber, Dancshgar, & Ford, 

1971). Future investigations should pursue this problem further. 

One final theoretical implication of the overall results should be 

nentioned. It was clear that peer and parental expectations contributed 
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more to the prediction of occupational cholca than to the evaluation of 

the occupation. These resulta help to explain why choice and evaluation 

have not been highly correlated in other inveatigatlona (Villianson, 1939; 

Roaenberg, 1957). In the current investigation this correlation was .49 

(£ < .01) which, although significant, still leaves a lot of variance 

uneccounted for. It appears aa if one's choice of an occupation is more 

influenced by others than his evaluation of it. 

The results that compared «tudents from psvcholoev and basiness also 

raise some interesting points. The most striklnp of these findings was 

that students in hudinesn and psycholoey had relatively ainilar evalua- 

tions of various goals or outcomes. These resultn would suRgest that lust 

an investieetion of values or interests would not differentiate the 

busineas student from the psychology student. There have been other 

studies which have also found values unrelated to choice (e.(>., Tvey, 1963). 

There are practical implications of these flnt'lnes, as well as the 

theoretical ones. Tho^e students who have chosen business aa a career 

represent a valuable resource available to American business. One 

would expect business to be quite concerned about the *ize and quality 

of that resource. 

This study suff>ests that students shun business not because of 

chanping or different values, but because thev perceive business as a 

poor Instrument for achlevlne the valics thev do hold, for achlovlnr the 

ponls they aspire to. r.ven those who have chosen business as n career do 

not perceive it as belnr hiithlv instrumental In achlevinp desired value*, 

(•»nlv 3 of the 12 average Instrumentality scores for bunlnoss students 

In Table 4 exceed 5.0 on a 7-polnt scale, and all 3 were extrinsic). 
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This Implies chat bujlncss either It out-of-etcp with the valuta 

held by ttudtntt or has dont a vary poor job of publlcltlng Itt attenptt 

to contribute to the toclal, Intrlntlc tnd extrinsic rewardt of Its 

onployeea and society. Certain companies auch ae Shell Oil and the Ford 

Motor Company have recently introduced TV advertisenentt ttrtttinpt Chtlr 

concern for tocitl istuet, tnd we suapect that othert will follow. Alto, 

the recent work in orgtnizttlontl development tnd organisational chantte 

includes a heavy emphatit on intrlntlc rewards. 

Wc would also suggest that business attempt to influence the student's 

instrumentalities earlier in hit college life by working more closely 

with the university. Seminars, debttct, and work-study grtntt to 

professors and students nllke (the 1966 "cwsweck ttudy tuggestt that 

students are primarily getting their information from professors tnd 

peers) arc poasihillties. To the extent that this "innre buildine" 

reflects actual progress—past, prettnt, tnd planned—tnd it an honttr, 

candid attempt at informln« the public of the social, intrlntlc tnd 

extrinsic rewards provided by buainttt to its employees tnd to society, 

wc believe that It will go a long way toward decreatin* tht disparity 

between the perceived and the actual inttrumenttllty of butintat for 

providing those rewards and should make business more tttrtctlvt in tht 

future. 
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